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PRESS RELEASE FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ORB VISION PREPARES TO LAUNCH WTR RACING THE WORLDS FIRST STREET AND
DRIFT RACING GAME FO APPLE IOS.
London, UK, July 7th, 2015:
Orb Vision, the London based mobile app and game developer, known for previous
titles such as Brain Bumble and Real Time Racing, is about to launch a new racing
game with a twist. This new release is WTR Racing, the very first mobile racing
game for Apple iOS that features both street racing and drift racing. The game
release date has been set for July 10th, 2015.
WTR Racing combines street racing and drift racing in a seamless environment.
Players are free to choose between a storyline driven single player mode, and a
multiplayer leaderboard style of gameplay.
In single player mode, the player will race against, and attempt to eliminate six
separate race crews, to win the title King of the City Streets. In multiplayer mode,
the player will race against other players in real-time, and attempt to gain the top
leaderboard position.
The player is also able to connect their WTR Racing game to the Game Center.
Once this has been done, the player will begin to earn in-game cash and other
rewards for completing achievements, beating challenges and improving their
position on the multiplayer leaderboard.
In both modes, the player has access to 50 different cars. Each of these vehicles
can be fully customized. The customization options include car weight, engine
performance, handling, and gear ratios. Additionally, vehicle styling customization
is also available.
WTR Racing from Orb Vision is due for release via the Apple Store on the 10th of
July 2015. For more information about the game, the WTR Racing website can be
found at the following URL:
http://wtrracing.com/
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Additionally, a video teaser has been made available via YouTube, which can be
found at this URL:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-QbMLKJeSw
About Orb Vision
Orb Vision is a successful Apple iOS and Google Android mobile app developer,
with a focus on developing interactive games that are engaging, rewarding and fun
to play.
Since its inception in 2006, London based Orb Vision is noted for several high
profile mobile games. This includes Real Time Racing, which has been downloaded
over 1 million times. Other notable Orb Vision titles include Brain Bumble and WTR
Racing.
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